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With three meandering rivers, River Ottawa, Rideau Canal and River Rideau and the serene
Gatineau Hills of QuÃ©bec, Ottawa glistens with natural splendour and mesmerizes with its awe-
inspiring aura. The glorious capital of Canada also breathes out a cosmopolitan charm and illumes
with scintillating skyscrapers, intriguing museums, glitzy malls and modish pubs. Ottawa always
quivers with excitement and has everything to satiate the wanderlust of travellers.

It is a place to revel in a flurry of thrilling activities and have oodles of fun. Take a look at some of
the enchanting attractions that make cheap flight tickets to Canada, a big hit among holidaymakers.

Parliament Hill

One of the major attractions that shine on the itinerary of almost every holidaymaker who books
tickets to Ottawa, Parliament Hills is a remarkable cluster of buildings that make up the Canada's
parliament. The grand buildings immaculately epitomize the captivating Gothic Revival Style and are
decidedly a great place to begin the sightseeing tour in Ottawa.

Rideau Canal

A visitorâ€™s paradise for cruising in summers and the worldâ€™s longest ice-skating rink in winter, the
UNESCO World Heritage Site of Rideau Canal is an extremely popular among hordes of
holidaymakers travelling on cheap tickets to Ottawa.  The string of tranquil lakes and rivers
connected by canals add glory to the historic site.

Canadian Museum of Civilization

The fascinating history remains one of the biggest lures behind high demand of cheap tickets to
Ottawa and a great place to walk down the history lane is the outstanding Canadian Museum of
Civilizations. Boasting the vast collection of exhibits dating back to prehistoric times, gigantic totem
poles dominating the wonderful First People's Hall and an IMAX Theatre, the museum is a great
treat for art lovers and historical freaks.

National Gallery of Canada

National Gallery of Canada is another extraordinary charmer that beguiles historical buffs and art
enthusiasts to the hilt. With the most incredible array of Canadian art and typical works by the Inuit
sculptors, the wonderful gallery is a sheer delight. The major attraction of the gallery is a huge
bronze sculpture - The Maman that woos the visitors with its vastness and design. National Gallery
of Canadaâ€™s European and American Galleries feature a wide range of spellbinding paintings,
mesmerizing sculptures and much more.

Canadian Museum of Nature

Canadian Museum of Nature is a second to none destination for relishing the magnificence of
Mother Nature. The enchanting museum boasts the incredible natural history of Canada through its
myriads of specimens gathered over more than 150 years. With enthralling exhibits showcasing
Canadaâ€™s biodiversity, the history of aboriginal people and vast collection of fossils, birds and much
more, the museum enlightens the visitors about the absorbing natural history of the region.
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